How
Serverwala
Chennai
Dedicated Server Is Good For
Your Business?

Introduction
Is your business website receiving an increasing amount of
traffic? Are your business web pages loading at a slower
speed? Or, Are your website’s visitors encountering downtime
with your site? If your answer to any of these is yes, it is
high time you must provide your business website with a
dedicated server Chennai hosting. In case you are encountering
the same issues on a dedicated server, you need to switch your
hosting provider. That is because the dedicated server is
built in a way to provide everything required to host a
website with maximum effectiveness.
Thus, here we will highlight the industry-leading web hosting
company, Serverwala, which renders the best-dedicated server

in Chennai with hyper-scale hosting facilities. However, let
us first briefly discuss the functioning of the dedicated
server hosting.

Know About Dedicated Server Chennai
When you host your website on the dedicated server, you get
access to the entire space and all server resources. Thus, you
can say that the whole server solely belongs to you and
operates for your web business. You can employ your best
dedicated server
constraints.

Chennai

without

any

restrictions

or

Advantages of using India Based Dedicated
Server in Chennai
The most significant benefits that can be achieved with the
dedicated server are –
Dedicated IP address
Autonomous and dedicated resources
Independent and private hosting platform
High-level security
Customization power
Complete server authority
Greater availability of resources

Why You Should Host an E-commerce
Website on a Cheap & Best Dedicated
Server Chennai?
Hosting any website on a dedicated server provides a higher
advantage over other servers. But, most specifically, the Ecommerce websites are hosted majorly on a dedicated hosting
Chennai due to the following reasons –

The dedicated server enables the website to attain the
highest possible SEO ranking.
It makes the web pages load at a faster speed.
It renders maximum uptime and least downtime.
It provides high scalability.
It renders complete data protection and enables the
users to implement security measures from their end
against all cyber threats.

Intro: Serverwala Cloud Data Center
Serverwala is among the top-leading and most influential cloud
data centers. It is highly renowned for the best hosting
services and facilities dedicated server. Further, the company
enables secure networking and optimal performance for all the
websites getting hosted on its dedicated servers. Peep into
the following segments to get insightful details about the
Serverwala dedicated server hosting plans and features.

Serverwala Cheap Plans and Packages of
Dedicated Server Chennai
Serverwala hosting company gives the opportunity to their
clients to pick from the cheapest range of dedicated server
hosting plans and packages. However, the company ensures that
there is no compromise in the high-grade hosting facilities
due to the cheap dedicated server. Therefore, you will obtain
the service level agreement from the company with your
preferred hosting plan. Moreover, each plan is easily scalable
or can be upgraded quickly based on your web business
necessities. You will get the complete flexibility to host
your web business the way you desire and require.

Most Unique Features of Using Chennai

Dedicated Server
Hardware RAID
Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) – 0, 1, 5, 10 will
be completely supported by the company’s dedicated server
Chennai. Also, they can be purchased at an additional nominal
cost.

Premium Bandwidth
Your web business will have the bandwidth with the range of
100 Mb/s to the maximum of GBPS bandwidth. Furthermore, along
with the premium bandwidth, your business website will obtain
the fastest network.

Private VLAN Subnets
You will receive great help through the Serverwala dedicated
server hosting for building the private server clusters with
the usage of 10Gbps virtual LAN subnets.

Robust Network
The company’s data centers are always at the forefront in
providing the constant and highest network connectivity that
comes with the blend of the multiple Internet Exchanges. The
top-notch industry leaders further incorporate Extreme-IX –
Bandwidth, Extreme-IX, DE-CIX, NIXI, etc., to the consistent
network.

IPv4 and IPv6 addresses
Your business website will by default acquire the IPv4 and
IPv6 addresses with the dedicated server Chennai.
Additionally, you will be given the possibility to purchase
more Internet Protocols at an extra price.

100% Uptime assurance
Your business website will acquire the redundant power and the

complete assurance of obtaining 100% uptime and no downtime.
Moreover, you will be able to analyze the enhancement in the
visitor ratio.

Security-as-a-service
The company makes sure that your web business data gets the
security-as-a-service. It will provide advanced security
layers involving SSL certificates, DDoS protection, data
encryption, and many others.

SSH Root Control
You will obtain the full SSH root control of your dedicated
server from the company. Consequently, you will have the
complete liberty to configure, customize and run your server
the way it is most suitable to your online business.

Conclusion
The Serverwala dedicated server hosting is your absolute
choice if you wish to boost your web business performance at
every stage of its growth. Moreover, you will easily intensify
your business website advancement with minimal cost and a
seamless end-user experience. Browse the company’s detailed
website to know more about its world-class Chennai Dedicated
Server hosting services.

